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Our objective is to increase the traffic capacity of cellular mobile networks. Small cells can lead 
to capacity increases, but their use may cause problems including: too many handoffs for rapidly 
moving customers; uncertainty of offered traffic in each small cell; and difficulty in ensuring ade
quate transmission quality over a large area. We describe a layered architecture which allows small 
cells to be used where they are needed, while reducing the effects of these problems. The teletraffic 
characteristics of layered cellular mobile networks are investigated. The main contribution of this 
work is the derivation of an analytic method for modelling layered networks and a proposal for 
reducing handoff rates. 

1 Introduction 

Cellular mobile networks continue to grow rapidly, and 
there is strong motivation to increase their traffic ca
pacity. One way is to reduce cell sizes, improving the 
reuse of radio channels. However, many handoffs will 
then be experienced by fast-moving mobile customers. 
Handoffs cause extra load on the signalling and control 
resources of the network, and introduce extra probabil
ity of call congestion. Furthermore, it is usually more 
difficult to predict traffic loads for very small cells than 
for larger ones. Finally, it is harder to plan for good 
radio coverage of a large area using small cells, because 
finer detail of the landscape is needed and because co
channel interference will be more significant. 

Mobile terminals communicate with base stations which 
are distributed throughout the coverage area and con
nect with the fixed telephone network. We use the 
concept of cells to describe the coverage areas of base 
stations and to track the mobility of customers. The 
cell associated with a base station may be thought of 
as the area within which a mobile can reliably commu
nicate with that base station. Thus cells may overlap, 
and in layered networks large cells may contain smaller 
ones. Reference (1) gives a detailed description of cel-
lular networks and their transmission aspects. 

As a customer moves away from a base station, or when 
signal quality is degraded by co-channel interference, 

to a base station with a stronger signal. A call may 
be passed to a cell in the same layer, or to one in a 
higher layer. We use the terms handover and handup 
for specific cases, with handoff being the generic term. 
The fastest-moving customers will tend to experience 
the greatest handoff rate. Each handoff produces some 
load on the signalling and control system, and presents 
a possibility for a call to be lost while in progress. 

In Section 2 we describe a layered architecture and a 
particular handoff protocol. A teletraffic model is pre
sented in Section 3. Traffic offered to the network is 
modelled as coming from separate groups of customers, 
characterised by their speed. State equations are de
rived, and a product-form solution results. Section 4 
covers the calculation of loss probabilities, actual con
versation times and handoff rates. We finish with a 
numerical example. 

The layered architecture enables traffic capacity in
creases through the use of small cells, while minimising 
their disadvantages. It reduces handoff rates, ensures 
continuity of service to the fastest-moving customers 
and gives system robustness through large cells acting 
as an overflow buffer for smaller ones. 
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2 Layered Architecture 

The objective of using the layered architecture is to al
low the use of small cells, and hence to increase the traf
fic capacity of cellular networks, while minimising the 
problems of small cells. We wish to keep the handoff 
rate reasonably low, allow for the uncertainty of traffic 
demand in small geographic areas, and avoid exacer
bating the problems of planning for adequate trans
mission quality throughout the service area. The sys
tem designers may accommodate local traffic peaks by 
placing a number of.small cells in areas where greatest 
traffic density occurs (such as in major commercial cen
tres). One or more larger cells will handle calls which 
overflow from the small cells. We rely on one of the 
classical principles of teletraffic engineering to provide 
good Grade of Service despite uncertainty and vari
ability in small parcels of traffic, namely: offer small 
traffic parcels to a number of groups of servers, with the 
overflow from all of them being combined for efficiency. 
We assume that it is possible to design the base sta
tion layout, the frequency assignments, and the handoff 
protocol, such that the following layered architecture 
can be achieved. 

The cells of the network are divided into J layers with 
layer 1 at the bottom and layer J at the top. The 
number of cells in layer j is denoted Ni, and the nth 
cell in the jth layer is designated as cell (j, n). Each 
layer is made up of cells larger than those in the layer 
below. The cells of any single layer need not cover the 
service area completely. We assume that each call is 
first offered to the smallest cell to which it has access 
- that is, it is offered to the lowest possible layer of the 
architecture first. Calls which cannot be carried in one 
layer are allowed to overflow to the next higher layer 
until they reach the top layer, where blocked calls are 
cleared. 

Many quantities will be represented with multiple sub
scripts. When we wish to refer to the vector formed by 
taking all the values of some quantity over the range 
of one of its subscripts, that subscript is replaced by 
the symbol ~. The sum of the components of a vector 
is denoted by replacing the appropriate subscript with 
the symbol •. 

We let hinm be the probability that a call handed over 
from cell (j, n) is offered to cell (j, m). We use the 
convention h~n~ is the row vector of probabilities for 
handovers from cell (i, n) to all other cells in that layer. 
We let Hi denote the square matrix whose rows are 
hin~' Note that Hi may not be a stochastic matrix 
since some parts of cells may have no neighbouring cell 
in the same layer. We write hin for the probability that 
a call cannot attempt a handover because there is no 

accessible neighbouring cell. Thus h ~ ~ 1 - h · In In.· 

For each cell (k, m) (k < J) we define It:. as the prob
ability that a call handed up from cell (k, m) is offered 
to cell (j, n) (j > k). We writel:m for the probability 
that a call cannot attempt a handup because there is 

no accessible higher layer cell. Thus I:m ~ 1 - I;:"'. 
To reduce the handoff rate, the ideal strategy would 
be to select the customers with the greatest speed and 
hand their calls up to the larger cells, while keeping 
those of the slower-moving ones in the smaller cells. 
Since customer speed cannot be measured, we propose 
a simple threshold decision based on the time the call 
has been in the present cell. This should statistically 
filter the calls so that rapidly moving customers tend to 
be handed up to larger cells, thereby reducing the rate 
of handoffs. We define a threshold parameter, T, for 
distinguishing among handoffs. Calls which have held 
a channel longer than T are handed over to a neighbour
ing cell, while others are handed up. A fast-moving 
caller will have greater probability of being handed up 
into a larger cell, which should be able to handle the 
call for a longer time until the next handoff is needed or 
the call finishes. If a handover attempt is unsuccessful, 
a handup attempt is made. 

The probability that a call which must be handed off 
generates a handover attempt is denoted viin' In the 
top layer no handup is possible, so ViJn = 1. In other 
layers, since holding times are exponentially distributed 
(see Section 3.2), viin = e-Wijnr, where wii~ is the mean 
channel holding time. 

3 Teletraffic Model 

Cellular networks are commonly too large to solve equa
tions defining the state of the total system. Therefore, 
methods of analysis commonly focus on single cells and 
their neighbours. Although our model includes simpli
fying assumptions, it takes account of the total system 
and allows for non-uniformity between cells. 

3.1 Arrival Process 

The mobility of customers is modelled by assuming 
that there are I groups with average speed equal to Vi. 

They generate I independent streams of calls. Each 
call is identified with the stream from which it origi
nated through all its subsequent handoffs. 

We let ).iin be the rate of arrival of new call attempts 
of stream i to cell (j, n). If the cells in layers 1, ... ,j 
cover the service area, then all new call attempts will 



be offered first to some cell in a layer up to i, and 
all A'kn for k > i are zero. A is a parameter based 
on traffic measurements, whereas the following arrival 
parameters are derived as part of our mathematical 
model. 

Let atin be the arrival rate of new calls, including 
handups, to cell (i, n). atin is the direct new call traf
fic, Aiin, plus an overflow component. Let "'(iin be the 
arrival rate of handups of calls in progress to cell (i, n). 
Let It'in be the arrival rate of handovers to cell (i, n). 
a'i'" + "'('i'" + It'i'" is the vector of attempt rates from 
the ith stream to the ith layer. 

aii'" and "'('i'" will be found recursively, whereas It'i'" 
will be computed iteratively. For tractability we shall 
assume that each offered traffic component forms a 
Poisson process. We also assume a memory less prop
erty and use the same holding time parameters for all 
calls of a particular stream arriving in a cell, whether 
they be new calls, handovers or handups. 

3.2 Holding Times 

The concept of "intended call holding time" is used be
cause calls can be prematurely terminated due to hand
off blocking. We model the distribution of intended 
holding times for calls in the ith stream as negative 
exponential with mean p,;I. Also, we think of the "cell 
dwell time" as the length of time a mobile terminal 
stays in a cell during a call. We model their distribu
tion as negative exponential with mean eii~. 

An analysis of cell dwell times provides a link between 
the speed of customers and cell sizes. Intuitively, the 
mean cell dwell time eii~ will be directly proportional 
to the radius r in and inversely proportional to the speed 
Vi. With suitable assumptions we can find the con
stant of proportionality. We assume that when a call 
starts in a cell, as a new call or handoff, its location is 
uniformly distributed throughout the cell. We assume 
that the customer travels in a random direction with 
constant velocity. We approximate the cell as a circle 
with radius R. We then evaluate a double integral to 
find the average distance from the starting point to the 
boundary. 

1", lR 2,,1 R2 - r2 sin2 fJ - 2r2 cos fJ 
2 drdfJ 

- 6=0 ,.=0 R 71" 

= 4R rt 1 - cos
s 

fJ dO = 8R 
371" 16=0 sin2 fJ 371" 

We therefore take the average cell dwell time to be 
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Thus we assume that channel holding times have neg

ative exponential distributions with mean wii~ ~ (p" + 
eiin)-1 for ith stream calls in cell (i, n). 

3.3 State Equations 

We shall obtain the new call and handup arrival pa
rameters recursively over i, and the handover rates 
and blocking probabilities iteratively within each layer. 
Reference (2) gives a description of the method used 
to obtain the parameters for all cells within each layer. 
We combine the I streams into a single input stream 
and make assumptions of Poisson input and exponen
tial holding times. 

We denote the blocking probabilities for cell (i, n) by 
Br,. for new calls, and by Br,. for handoffs of calls in 
progress. The arrival rates for new calls and handups 
are given by the following equations, where Yikm de
notes "carried traffic" and is defined by equation (7). 

i-I N" 
Aiin + L L f1~ a,kmBfm (1) 

k=1 m=1 
"'(Hn 0 

i-I N" 

"'(iin L L f1~(b'km + It'km)B~m + 
k=1 m=1 

Yikmeikm(l - Vi km + Vikmh;m)) (2) 

We let cin denote the total number of channels in cell 
(i, n) and Kin denote the number which are busy. We 
shall allow calls in progress to have priority over new 
calls by using the method of state reservation. Accord
ingly, we let cin denote the reserved number of chan
nels. If only cin or fewer channels are free, then new 
calls are blocked and only calls in progress are accepted. 

To compute the probability distribution of Kin we com-
, bine the I streams into one composite stream whose ar
rival rate is the sum of the individual arrival rates and 
for which the mean holding time is the weighted aver
age of the individual holding times. The input process 

. remains Poissonian, and we assume that the distribu
tion of channel holding times remains negative expo-

nential. Let Piin ~ atin + "'(iin + Itiin denote the ith 
stream arrival rate. Let P:in ~ "'(ein + Itein denote the 
total arrival rate for calls in progress. Let uin denote 
the departure rate of calls from the cell, averaged over 
all streams. 

1 
q:-l ~ L Pi;n _1_ 
,n ;=1 P.jn Wijn 

Let a;n(~ ~) and a,~n(~ ~) denote the offered traf-
U Jn a Jn 

fics for all calls and for calls in progress. Then Kin 
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has a modified Erlang distribution. It would be truly 
an Erlang distribution if the channel reservation num
ber cin were zero. Let the probability distribution be 
denoted {Pt}. The {Pt} are found from the following 
recursive relations and normalising condition. 

t 
~ (k .) Po k! ~ cin - cin Pt 

Pt 
a~ a~ (t-cin+cjn) 

Po ,n ,n k! (k > cin - cin) (3) 
(Cin) 

1 LPt (4) 
k=O 

The blocking probabilities are: 

(Cin) 
Bf,. L Pt (5) 

k=(Cin -cjn) 

Brn P(Cin) (6) 

In equilibrium, for each cell and each stream, the de
parture rate equals the arrival rate. We thus have sys
tems of equations in the carried traffics and the hand
over rates. 

YiinWiin ~in(1 - Bfn) + 
biin + lCiin)(1 - Brn) (7) 
Ni 

lCiin = L YiimeiimViimhimn (8) 
m=1 

Substituting (8) into (7), combining the Ni equations 
for the jth layer, and adopting vector notation, we ob
tain: 

Y;i'" (~i",(l - B~.) + 'Yii'" (1 - Bf,.,))' x 

(D(Wii"') - D( eii'" Vii"') HiD (1 - Bf,.,))-1 

(9) 

where D(x",) denotes the diagonal matrix formed from 
the vector x"', and X",Y", is the vector whose compo
nents are the products of the components of the vectors 
x and y. 

To obtain the blocking probabilities and carried traf
fics for all cells in the network, we proceed recursively 
through the layers, obtaining the values iteratively within 
each layer. 

1. Using equations (1) and (2), compute the new 
call and handup arrival vectors, ~j", and 'Yij"" 

from values obtained from the initial equations 
(j = 1) or from lower layers (j > 1). 

2. Choose starting values for the blocking probabil
ity vectors, such as Bf...= Bf~ = o. 

3. Using equations (9) and (8), compute the vectors 
of carried traffics and handover arrival rates, Yii'" 
and lCii"'. 

4. With new values for the offered traffics, ai'" and 
ai"" get new state probabilities from equations 
(3) and (4), and use equations (5) and (6) to get 
new vectors, Bf... and B~. 

5. Continue from step 3 until convergence is achieved. 

4 Performance Measures 

4.1 Loss Probabilities 

The components of Bf... and B~ are the probabilities of 
blocking in a particular cell in the network. However, 
they do not directly give us the grade of service expe
rienced by a caller in stream i. We therefore model the 
progress of a call using a Markov chain with 3N. + 3 
states, where N. is the total number of cells in the 
network. 

We describe the states of the system in four subsets. \If 1 

contains N. states where the new call is attempting to 
seize a channel. \lf2 contains N. states where the call in 
progress' is attempting a handoff into a particular cell. 
\Ifs contains N. states where the call is in progress. 
\If 4 is the set of three absorbtion states: blocked new 
call attempts are absorbed in state tP4.li blocked calls 
in progress are absorbed in state tP42i and tP4S is the 
absorbtion state for normal completion of a call. 

The one-step transition matrix, Q, of the Markov chain 
is partitioned into four submatrices: Qll refers to the 
3N. non-absorbing states: \lfb \lf2 and \Ifs, and Q22 

refers to the 3 absorbing states: tP4b tP42 and tP4S. Q12 
refers to transitions from non-absorbing states to ab
sorbing states. We further divide Qll into the 3 x 3 
partitioned matrix q. 

( Qll 
Qu 

Qu) = 
Q22 

( qf 
0 D(l- B~) B~f: 0 

1 -~Xi_ ] 

q22 D(l- B!!) 0 B!!f: 
qs:l 0 0 q. 

0 0 I 

qll and q22 are upper-triangular matrices: 
11 - BN fjn d q km,;n - km km an 
22 - BH fin q km,in - tm tm· 

q32 is the upper-triangular matrix: 
q:~ kn = XilcmVilcmhlcmn and 

q:~:in = Xitm(1 - Vi km + Vikmhkm)ft:· 



q* ~ xi .... (l - "i .... + lIi .... h ..... )f:.., 
t::. 

where Xi .... = ei .... /Wi ..... 

Each call will be absorbed with probability one. We 
let <P;nl be the probability that a call which was first 
offered to cell (j, n) is finally absorbed in state tP." and 
let ~ denote the matrix whose rows are <p,;"",. ~ is an 
N. x 3 matrix. Let l::. be an N. x 3N. matrix of zeros, 
apart from the diagonal elements which equal 1. The 
probability of absorbtion in any particular one of the 
three states in (I. is the sum over u of the probability 
of absorbtion at the (u + l)th transition. 

u=o 

The conditional probability of rejecting a new call at
tempt which was first offered to cell (j, n) is <P;nb and 
the probability of blocking due to unsuccessful hand
off is <P;n2. The unconditional blocking probabilities for 
the ith stream are given by A~",,<P""l/ Ai. and A~ .... <P .... 2/ Ai •. 

4.2 Actual Conversation Times 

We consider actual conversation times. Because of 
handoff blocking, these may differ from intended con
versation times. To compute their distribution func
tions we set up a sequence of events identified with 
the transition of the call between cells. We adapt the 
method of event counting developed in Reference (3). 
We set up a sequence of real and pseudo events that 
affect a call and count the number which occur during 
the conversation. 

We assume that the time taken for a new call to find a 
free channel or for the execution of a handoff is negli
gible. Thus we count only the time taken while a call 
is in progress in a given cell. That is, while it is in one 
of the states (Is. Events occur at total rate {3i. They 
are: a normal completion at rate J'i; a handoff request 
at rate ei;n; and a pseudo event (not affecting the call) 

t::. 
at rate {3i - Wi;n. We set {3i = max;n Wi;n. 

Let Pu({3i, t) be the probability that u events occur in 
time t. They form a Poisson process. Let R;,;n,1cm be 
the matrix of transition probabilities that an (i,i, n) 
call begins a new conversation phase as an (i, k, m) call. 

R; ........ ~ RI is an upper-triangular matrix. Let Gi .... (t) 
and Ml .... be the vectors of actual call conversation dis
tribution functions and their conditional moments for 
the ith stream. For t > 0 we obtain the following 
equations, from which the weighted sums of distribu
tion functions and moments can be calculated, where 
1 denotes an N.-dimensional vector of ones. 
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00 

1 - Gi .... (t) (I - qllt1q 13 L RIU lPu({3i, t) 
u=0 

(I - qll)-l q 13 exp( -{3it(1 - Rt))l 

t::. D(l- Gi .... (O))-l 1: t"d(l - Gi .... (t)) 

D(l- Gi .... (O))-l(1 - qll)-l q13 x 

" k! (I - RI)- 1 {3t 

4.3 Handoff Rates 

Our aim has been to increase traffic capacity, using 
smaller cells, without a substantial increase in handoff 
rates. We therefore wish to calculate the average num
ber of handovers and hand ups for each mobile customer 
stream. We define P~;n(k,l) as the probability of a fur
ther k handovers and I handups, given that the call is 
in state tPc;n; where e = 1 for new calls, e = 2 for calls 
in progress seeking a channel, and e = 3 for calls in 
progress holding a channel. In counting handovers and 
handups, if a handup attempt is made following an un
successful handover attempt, we count both attempts. 
The {P~;n(k,l)} are computed recursively. 

We define SHn and Si~n as the average number of hand
over and handup attempts for calls of the ith stream 
first offered to cell (j, n). They and their weighted av
erages are computed from the following formulae. 

00 J+l-; 
L L kpl;n(k, I) 
1c=0 1=1 
00 J+1-; 

L L IPl;n(k, I) 
"=0 1=1 

I J NJ \ 

L L L Ai;n Si~n 
i=l ;=1 n=l A ••• 

I J NJ \ 

LLL~S~ 
i=l ;=1 n=l A... 11n 

5 Numerical Example 

We present an example showing the impact of the hand
off threshold on a layered network. We assume a uni
form hexagonal grid of cells, with equal channel num
bers and offered traffics throughout the network. We 
assume that all new calls are first offered to the micro
cells. We consider a system with three layers. Cell 
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radii of 200 (layer 1), 400 (layer 2) and 800 (layer 3) 
metres are assumed, with cell sectorisation at all layers 
being implemented. That is, each cell is split into three 
smaller cells by the use of directional antennas with a 
1200 span. Traffic with a density of 150 Erlangs per 
square kilometre is offered, a mean intended conver
sation time of 100 seconds is assumed, and the grade 
of service standard is that no more than 2% of calls 
from any particular stream may be lost by new call or 
handoff blocking. We do not give priority to calls in 
progress over new calls, and assume that the blocking 
probabilities Bfn and Br,. are less than 5%. 

A feature of the model is that mobile customers are 
classified into streams on the basis of their ave.rage 
speed. We assume a split up of traffic streams to re
flect a typical pattern of customer mobility, five input 
streams ranging from stationary to fast-moving cus
tomers. The average speed for the input streams is 8.2 
metres per second, but individually the streams are 
characterised as follows: 

Speed 0 1 5 15 25 
Probability 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 

As the customer mobility increases, so to does the pro
portion of the traffic carried on the higher layers. This 
is the very essence of the layered cell architecture with 
the associated handoff threshold. Large cells are re
served for the carriage of fast-moving mobiles. As well 
as improving service quality, the layering reduces the 
handoff rate and the signalling load for the network. 

Table 1 shows the effect on required channel numbers 
when the handoff threshold is varied. r = 0 corre
sponds to the case of all handoffs being handovers, so 
that higher layers act as overflow groups only. r = 00 

corresponds to the other extreme, where all handoffs 
are handups. As the handoff threshold increases, the 
required number of channels in the larger cells increases 
and the handoff rate is reduced. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

This paper has described a layered architecture for cel
lular networks and an associated handoff threshold to 
manage the service of fast-moving customers partic
ularly. A model has been developed, allowing for a 
non-uniform traffic profile. 

The layered architecture allows the use of small cells 
without causing excessive handoff rates. Further work 
is needed to investigate its ability to handle the volatile 
and unpredictable traffic patterns which can occur in 
real networks. Although transmission issues are not 

Av. Speed(s) Threshold Channels 
metres per second seconds layers 1-3 

8.2 r=O 8 8 6 
8.2 r = 10 4 11 51 
8.2 r = 00 3 8 71 

0 1 5 15 25 r=O 8 8 7 
0 1 5 15 25 r=5 6 8 38 
0 1 5 15 25 r = 10 6 8 43 
0 1 5 15 25 r = 30 5 8 51 
0 1 5 15 25 r = 00 5 7 55 

Table 1: Effect of Handoff Threshold (r) on Channel 
Numbers 

addressed in this paper, the design of layered cellular 
networks from the radio propagation point of view is a 
challenging and important problem. Further modelling 
is also required to determine the optimal channel allo
cations between layers and among base stations within 
each layer. 
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